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ABSTRACT

The anomaly detection software package installed at the Dodewaard nuclear power plant
has been revised with respect to the part of the measurement analysis. A plot package has been
added to the package. Signals in which an anomaly has been detected are automatically plotted
including the uncertainty margins of the signals.

This report gives a description of the revised measurement analysis part and the plot
package. Each new routine of the plot package is described briefly and the new input and
output files are given.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the changes and the supplements that have been made to the anomaly
detection software package which is installed at the Dodewaard nuclear power station. First a
short description of the previous version will be given.

The measurement and anomaly detection program consists of a learning period and a period
during which measured signals are tested for anomalies. It starts with a learning period in
order to determine the reference characteristics of the signals which are measured. The
characteristics which are determined in this program are the average value and the standard
deviation of the signals. During the detection pan the characteristics of the signals are com-
pared with their reference values and in case there is too much difference the measurement file
is declared to be anomalous. The program accounts for the fact that the signals can return to
another normal state after the occurrence of an anomaly, by starting a new learning period.
The program is written in FORTRAN and runs on a VAX-computer, (see IRI-report 131-94-
001).

Changes and supplements made to the first version:

- The stability analysis and the anomaly detection run independently now. The measurements
are still synchronized on the anomaly detection but are no longer synchronized on the
stability analysis. This means that the program does not wait for the stability analysis of a
measurement to terminate before it starts the stability analysis of the next measurement.
The stability analysis is also performed during the learning period.

- A plot package has been added to the program. This package automatically plots the
anomalous signals of a number of successive measurement files. The signals are plotted
with uncertainty margins of the average value of the signals. [2] [3] The number of files with
anomaly to be plotted can be specified.



2. DESCRIPTION OF PLOT PACKAGE

The plot package supplemented to the anomaly detection software package automatically
plots the anomalous signals of a number of successive measurement files. This package has
been added to improve the output of the program and to make it more user-friendly.

Plotting of signals is done for several successive files at once and is started when
1. the maximum number of measurement files to be plotted is reached.
2. an anomalous period is terminated.
3. a learning period comes to a premature end due to a termination of the stationary

situation. [1]
Only the anomalous signals are plotted. They are plotted for the entire duration of the files.

See next page for the flow diagram of the plot package.

The anomaly detection software package measures various signals from the Dodewaard
NPP and each measurement file is checked for anomalies. During the anomaly detection part a
PRN file is created with the same name as the measurement file but with the extension .PRN.
This file contains information about the signals measured and information about the possible
anomalies detected in each of the signals. When no anomaly has been detected the PRN file is
deleted, else it is saved. The PRN file contains information needed for plotting the signals.

When an anomaly has been detected in the last measurement file the name of this file is
added to the contents of the file ANOMTEST.PRN. This file contains the names (without
extension) of the successive measurement files with anomaly. The file may also contain the
name of the measurement file preceding the series of anomalous files, when this series
represents the start of an anomalous period. The files are listed in order of creation time. After
the detection of an anomaly the logical NUMANO is updated. This logical is equal to the
number of names of anomalous measurement files that have been put in the file
ANOMTEST.PRN.

In case no anomaly has been detected it is checked whether the logical NUMANO differs
from zero. If this is the case it means that an anomalous situation has ended and that the files
in ANOMTEST.PRN have to be plotted.

Plotting is also required when NUMANO has become equal to MAXANO. MAXANO is
the maximum number of names of anomalous measurement files listed in ANOMTEST.PRN
and must be defined in the measurement initialization routine INITIALIZE.COM. [1]

Preparations for plotting and plotting itself is started by calling the routine PLOT.COM.
This routine contains the routines CHAINFILES and PLOTSMP2. [2] Before calling
PLOT.COM ANOMTEST.PRN is first renamed and given a unique name. PL0T.COM is
then together with one parameter, namely the name of the renamed ANOMTEST.PRN,
submitted to a batch queue with low priority. As soon as PL0T.COM has been submitted
ANOMTEST.PRN is emptied and NUMANO is reset to zero.

Before actual plotting is started the anomalous signals are selected from the measurement
files and the files are concatenated into one file. This is done by the routine CHAINFILES
which retrieves the filenames from the renamed ANOMTEST.PRN. The corresponding PRN-
files are used for determining which signals must be selected for plotting. The concatenated
measurement file containing the selected signals is used as input file for PL0TSMP2, which
performs the actual plotting. [2]



The routine CHALNFILES is also used for determining the uncertainty margin of the
average value and for determining the range in Volts of each of the signals. The margin
extends from x-f,-<jj to x+fj-Oj where x is the reference value of the average value and a^ is
the reference value of the standard deviation of the average value (the reference values are
also given in the .PRN-file). The factor f, is read from the file COMPARE.INP [1]. The
margins and ranges of every signal are saved in the input file of PLOTSMP2.

The plot routine PLOTSMP2 first converts the signal values from the measurement file
from Volt to real units employing data from the file CONVERS.INP. This file holds the
conversion and amplification factors for all the possible signals. The plots of the signals are
first written to a LASER.DAT file which is then copied to a remote VAX-station. The plotting
is done from this remote VAX-station by making a hard-copy of the LASER.DAT file. Each
signal is plotted in a separate graph with two graphs on one page. Each graph also shows two
horizontal dashed lines which correspond to the boundaries of the uncertainty margin. [3]



3. PROGRAM FLOW (PLOT PACKAGE)

Figure 1 presents the flow diagram of the plot package embedded in the measure-
ment/anomaly detection program. A description of the diagram is given in the section
"Description of the plot package". The files and logicals mentioned are explained further on in
this report.
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4. ROUTINES OF THE PLOT PACKAGE

PLOT.COM (directory: [RUIS.PROG])

The plot routine which starts the routines CHAINFILES and PL0TSMP2. The routine is
submitted to a batch queue with low priority.
Required input parameter: ANOMTEST.PRN renamed to a file with extension .TMP.

CHAINFILES.EXE (directory: [RUIS.PROG])

Routine which selects the anomalous signals and concatenates the measurement files. It
determines the uncertainty margin of the average value of each of the signals and the range
of the signals and writes these data to the input file for the plot routine on unit 4.
Required input files:

- ANOMTEST.PRN on unit 1
- COMPARE.INP on unit 7 (see IRI-report 131-94-001 for description of this file)
- PLOTSMP2.INP on unit 4

ANOMTEST.PRN and PL0TSMP2.INP must be renamed before supplying them as input
to the routine. The file CONVERS.INP is also read as input file and is used for the con-
version.
Output files:

- New version of PLOTSMP2.INP on unit 4. (Inputfile for the PLOTSMP2 routine)
- SMP-file on unit 3 (This file is the result of the concatenation of the input SMP-files
and the selection of the signals)

The two output files must have the same name (except for the extension).

PLOTSMP2.COM (directory: [RUIS.PROG])

Routine which makes the plots of the signals including the uncertainty margins and puts the
result in a LASER.DAT file. The signal values are converted from Volt to the real units
using the data from the file CONVERS.INP. This COM-file calls the PLOTSMP2.EXE
routine. [2] [3]
Required input parameters: Name of the input and SMP file
Output file: LASER.DAT

PLOT2.COM

This routine is submitted remote and makes a hard-copy of the LASER.DAT file.
PL0T2.COM is submitted from PL0T.COM.



5. FILES AND LOGICALS

PLOTSMP2.INP (directory: [RUIS.PROG])

Input file for the plot routine. It contains amongst others the following data:
line 1.

xln - length of x-axis (default: 20 cm)
yln - length of y-axis (default: 15 cm)
hh - size of the characters in the plot (default: 0.3)
pfact - size of the entire plot (default: 0.3937)

lines 2 -» (one line per signal):
free - first record of the signal
Irec - last record of the signal
ymn - maximum of y-range (in volt)
ymx - minimum of y-range (in volt)
og - lower boundary of uncertainty margin around

average value of signal = x-fj-Oj
bg - upper boundary of uncertainty margin around

average value of signal = x+ffc^
x : reference value of average value
a5 : reference value of standard deviation of average value
f, : factor read from COMPARE. INP

Lines 2 - are automatically edited by the routine CHAINFILES. Line 1 is not changed.
The default values mentioned are also the advised values.

CONVERS.INP (directory [RUIS.PROG])

This file contains information for the conversion of the signal values from Volt to the real
unit.
It has the following columns:

signal - the name of the signal
physical range (2 columns) - minimum and maximum of physical range
physical unit - physical unit
voltage range (2 columns) - minimum and maximum of voltage range
amplification (2 columns) - scadas and isolator amplification factors
lin./sq. - 1: linear relation between voltage and

physical range
- 2: quadratic relation between voltage and

physical range
This file is read by the PLOTSMP2 routine as input file.



ANOMTEST.PRN (directory [RU1S.AN0M])

This file contains the names (without extension) of the successive measurement files with
anomaly. The file may also contain the name of the measurement file preceding the series of
anomalous files when this series represents the start of an anomalous period. The files are
listed in order of creation time. The file cannot contain more than MAXANO (see page 10)
filenames. After every plot this file is emptied.

SMP file (e.g. 20DEC94165304.SMP) (directory [RUIS.ANOM])

Measurement file

PRN file (e.g. 20DEC94165304.PRN) (directory [RUIS.PROG])

File containing information about the anomaly detection. It has the following columns:
- Name of the signal
- Measured average value and standard deviation of the signal (x, s)
- reference values:

average value and standard deviation of the average value (XR, O^)
standard deviation and standard deviation of the standard deviation (sR, os)

- Magnitude of the anomaly:
column 1 gives |%-x|/(f,-a^) if larger than 1 otherwise zero
column 2 gives ISR-SI/^-OJ if larger than 1 otherwise zero

So when at least one of these two numbers deviates from zero the signal is anomalous.
The factors f, and f2 are read from the file COMPARE.INP [1]

This file is read by the routine CHATNFILES for determining which signals are to be
selected for plotting and for determining the uncertainty margins which are written to the
input file of the plot routine.

LOGICALS (logical table: LNMSRUIS)

NUMANO Number of names of anomalous measurement files that have been put in
the file ANOMTEST.PRN

MAXANO Maximum number of files to be plotted at one time. Maximum number of
names of anomalous measurement files listed in ANOMTEST.PRN
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7. PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF A DETECTED ANOMALY

Since the implementation of the first version of the software package in December 1993 the
package was regularly tested, revised and updated. A general conclusion is that the anomaly
detection software package performed well during the last year and the intention is to extend
the package with more sophisticated methods of anomaly detection.

An illustration a specific anomaly that was detected, is presented here:
Reduction of the power to 80% of its nominal value.
The settings in COMPARE.INP were:

f, 8.0
f, 8.0
m 3

This means that an anomaly is declared when at least 3 signal parameters (average value or
standard deviation) go outside their uncertainty margins.

Pages 14 and 15 show an example of a signal from the first anomaly mentioned above. The
four graphs show the ex-vessel flux detector N5. The heading of each graph consists of the
unit of the quantity given, the name of the first file, the number of files displayed, the signal
number and the name of the signal. The length of one file is 23.4 minutes. The four graphs
follow after each other in time. Note that the time scale differs from graph to graph.

In case of the flux detector N5 the unit is a percentage of the output of the detector at
nominal power. On the horizontal axis the time is given in seconds. The range of the x-axis
depends on the number of files plotted. The boundaries of the uncertainty margin are also
shown.

The first graph shows the first anomalous file and the instant the anomaly is detected. When
an anomaly is detected the file preceding the first anomalous file is also saved. [1] At the end of
graph one the presence of a stationary situation is recognized and a new learning period is
started (graph 2). The duration of the learning period is equal to 10 files.

The new learning period results in new reference values and a new uncertainty margin as
can be seen in the third graph. Again an anomaly is detected leading to a new stationary
situation and a new learning period.

During the second learning period the signal of the flux detector shows a small trend which
does not lead to a termination of this learning period. Whether a small trend causes the learn-
ing period to end depends of course on the definition of the stationary situation. This definition
can be changed by adjusting the settings in the routine COMPDINT.[1] This slow trend will
lead to relatively large uncertainty margins.

This example showes that the anomaly detection software package is able to detect an
anomalous situation caused by a reduction of the power level and that it can recognize a new
stationary situation after the occurrence of an anomaly.
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